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Keiko Abe is one of the most well-known solo marimbists in the
world and has been an important figure in the development of the
marimba in terms of expanding both technique and repertoire.
“Frogs” is one of Keiko Abe's lighter, more humorous works.
Constantly moving in thirds, the music always seems to be dancing
or hopping, symbolizing the movement of frogs and making the
musical intent more obvious than many of her other compositions.
This piece is also slightly more accessible, as it is mostly in 4/4 with
a triplet base, except for a slower middle section in 2/4.
Michi, which means "road" in Japanese, is a standard in the
advanced marimba repertoire. The beginning and end of the piece are
open for improvisation. The many style changes throughout the piece
give it a strong sense of motion and purpose.
Eight Pieces for Four Timpani was a significant composition for
the solo timpani repertoire when published in 1950, and is still
prominent in timpani repertoire today. Each of the eight pieces are
challenging in different ways. Carter has the performer utilize
different beating spots (center, normal and rim) to expand the
timpani's range of colors. Also, some pieces are played with unique
mallets to enhance a certain element of the timpani's color. The use
of metric modulations through the use of hemiola rhythms, and use
of accents drive the majority of the pieces forward. The fourth
movement, "Recitative", is a dramatic, slow piece that consists of
three different elements: a tremolo, a bolero rhythm, and an irregular
pulse. The fifth movement, "Improvisation", uses a set of chromatic
pitches with octave displacement and a constantly varying tempo.
From the Maninka ethnic group, Kassa is performed in the Guinea
regions of Macenta and Balandougou to celebrate baptisms and
weddings. Kassa is also played while workers harvest the fields. The
workers may have to walk miles from field to field and Kassa is
sometimes played while the workers walk to the next field It is also
played to celebrate the bountiful harvest at a festival called the
“Kassaladon”.

